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Abstract

The jaguar (Panthera onca) is currently experiencing a drastic decline in habitat due to threats
associated with human population growth and development. Large‐scale, rapid monitoring of jaguar
populations is therefore essential to prioritize conservation efforts and mitigate human/jaguar conflict.
The goal of the Jaguar Corridor Initiative of the non‐governmental organization (NGO) Panthera is to
preserve the viability of the jaguar population by conserving contiguous forest, or land use types
compatible with jaguar movement, across its range. This analysis, a component of the Initiative,
incorporated 184 interviews with local hunters and farmers in a site occupancy framework to determine
the likelihood of jaguar and jaguar prey occupancy in 90 16‐km2 grid cells in the Toledo District of
southern Belize. This output was compared with that of Maxent, a presence‐only species distribution
modeling technique, to determine if both approaches led to similar conclusions.
Site occupancy analysis revealed that jaguar occupancy was associated with percent daily chance of
seeing armadillo, higher elevation, and proximity to protected areas and forest cover. Prey species
analysis revealed that likelihood of white‐lipped peccary (Pecari tajacu) occupancy was associated with
greater forest cover and proximity to protected areas and water/wetlands; collared peccary (Tayassu
pecari) occupancy with greater forest cover and proximity to agriculture and settlements; red brocket
deer (Mazama americana) occupancy with greater forest cover, proximity to agriculture, and higher
elevation; and armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus) occupancy with greater agricultural area, lower
elevation, and greater distance from water/wetland. Site occupancy models were unable to be fitted for
the paca (Agouti paca) and white‐tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) populations. Following the
weighting of jaguar output to 2.0 and prey species output to 1.0, total C (probability of occupancy) was
calculated for each of the 90 grid cells. Cells with the maximum possible C value (meaning that the
jaguar and all modeled prey species were present) were identified, and the final cells were chosen from
this subset based on having relatively low future threat. These cells were cross‐checked with Maxent
output to ensure that the corridor contained areas of high habitat suitability.
The proposed corridor extends along the eastern flank of the Toledo District and connects Sarstoon‐
Temash National Park with the protected areas of local NGOs TIDE (Toledo Institute for Development
and Environment) and YCT (Ya’axche Conservation Trust). The analysis concludes with recommendations
and concerns specific to the communities that fall within the corridor.
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Introduction
In a world of increasing globalization and development, there has been an extraordinary rise in
habitat loss due to land conversion and fragmentation. Species extinctions are occurring at 100 to 1000
times their pre‐human levels, and future extinction rates are projected to be 10 times the recent rate if
species deemed “threatened” become extinct in the next century (Pimm et al. 1995). One of these
imperiled species is the jaguar (Panthera onca), the largest cat of the Americas and the third largest cat
in the world (Seymour 1989). In response to habitat decline due to land clearing for farmland and cattle
ranches, the jaguar now occupies only 61% of its historic range, which once extended from the
southwestern United States to southern Argentina (Zeller 2007). Currently classified as “Near
Threatened” on the 2008 Red List (IUCN 2008), the jaguar is facing a destruction of habitat that imperils
its long‐term survival.
The Jaguar Corridor Initiative
An increasing trend in conservation science is to focus on ecosystem‐wide approaches, either
through biodiversity “hotspots” (Myers et al. 2000), globally significant “ecoregions” (Olson & Dinerstein
1998), or some other large‐scale approach. The goal is to conserve the whole when knowledge of the
parts is incomplete, especially given the immediacy of many conservation priorities. Since jaguars range
widely and across many different ecosystem types, the jaguar could be an ideal focal species on which to
form the basis for large‐scale conservation planning. In protecting the jaguar, the idea is to also conserve
ecosystem function and the diversity of habitats across its range (Sanderson et al. 2002).
In 1999, the Wildlife Conservation Society and the Institute of Ecology at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico joined forces to perform a geographically‐based, range‐wide
assessment and priority‐setting exercise for the jaguar. Thirty‐five experts from 12 nations attended this
workshop, “Jaguars in the New Millennium,” and contributed their knowledge in the following four
areas: (1) the geographical extent of their knowledge of jaguar distribution, (2) the areas where jaguars
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were known to be present as of March 1999, (3) the most important areas for jaguar conservation
(deemed “jaguar conservation units”), and (4) all point locations where jaguars had been observed in
the last 10 years (Sanderson et al. 2002).
The 51 “jaguar conservation units” (JCUs) compiled by workshop attendees fell into one of two
categories: (1) areas with a stable prey community and currently known or believed to contain a
population of jaguars considered to be self‐sustaining over the next 100 years (determined to be at least
50 breeding individuals), or (2) areas with fewer jaguars but with adequate habitat and a stable, diverse
prey base, such that jaguar presence in the area could be maintained if certain threats were alleviated
(Sanderson et al. 2002).
Due to the rapid surge of interest in jaguar conservation awareness and research initiatives
following the workshop, a second survey was distributed between 2004 and 2006 to reflect the increase
in jaguar expertise. This survey incorporated feedback from 110 jaguar experts and was intended to
gather information on areas for which no data had been collected previously. The updated area of
knowledge of jaguar range covered 96% of its historic range, compared to an extent of only 83%
following the 1999 survey. The number of JCUs increased to 90, up from 51 in 1999, which covered 1.9
million km2 (Zeller 2007).
Jaguar experts also contributed information on what factors were limiting the reported areas of
jaguar distribution. The most significant factor was the hunting of jaguars, which normally occurs in
retaliation due to actual or perceived depredation of livestock, opportunistic killing when encountered
in the bush, killing out of fear, or through sport hunting. Another factor was the presence of human
populations, whether in large cities or rural settlements (Zeller 2007). These two factors likely go hand in
hand, since the probability of jaguar encounters rise as the distance between jaguar habitat and human
settlements decreases and the potential for human/wildlife conflict increases.
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While jaguar hunting and human development were cited as the main factors limiting jaguar
distribution, an analysis of the factors threatening jaguars within their existing range led to slightly
different results. While jaguar hunting remained the top concern, the hunting of jaguar prey species was
the second‐most prominent threat. This form of hunting, generally for subsistence purposes but also
done opportunistically and for sport, depletes the very resources that the jaguar depends on for
survival. The most important prey species for the jaguar were the collared peccary (Pecari tajacu,
hunted by jaguars in 39 of the 90 JCUs), white‐lipped peccary (Tayassu pecari, hunted in 26 JCUs), red
brocket deer (Mazama americana, hunted in 24 JCUs), paca (Agouti paca, hunted in 19 JCUs), white‐
tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus, hunted in 12 JCUs), capybara (Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris, hunted in
16 JCUs), and armadillo (Dasypus spp.), hunted in 15 JCUs) (Zeller 2007).
The 90 JCUs established in 2006 encompass 1.9 million km2, and 28% of this area falls within
protected areas. However, due to lax enforcement of protected areas in many regions, only 1% of total
JCU area was considered “effectively protected” (Zeller 2007). This spurred the creation of the “Jaguar
Corridor Initiative” by Panthera, an organization founded in 2006 to conserve all 36 of the world’s wild
cats. The goal of the Initiative was to preserve the pathways between existing jaguar populations to
maintain genetic viability and ensure species survival (Rabinowitz & Zeller 2010).
Implementation of the Jaguar Corridor Initiative relied on a preliminary Least Cost Corridor
Analysis (LCCA) between existing JCUs, using the most up‐to‐date geographical information. The six
landscape characteristics used in this model were land cover class, percent tree and shrub cover,
elevation, distance from roads, distance from settlements, and human population density (Rabinowitz &
Zeller 2010). The next step, which is currently being implemented throughout Central America, is to
verify the presence of jaguars within these corridors and to assess the possibility of working with local
communities to promote acceptance of jaguars and minimize human/jaguar conflict (Panthera 2008).
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Field Techniques for Big Cat Research
Compared to the other big cats, very little data exists on local jaguar population densities. Much
of the literature on big cat monitoring comes from research on the tiger (Panthera tigris), which
revealed that traditional point counts based on tracking proved to be unreliable. This lack of robust data
on tiger populations limited the ability to understand the ecological factors governing tiger distribution
and undermined tiger conservation efforts as a whole (Karanth & Nichols 1998).
A technique devised by Karanth (1995) used camera trap data in a capture‐recapture model to
estimate tiger densities. These camera traps are placed along routes regularly traveled by tigers, and the
identification of individual tigers leads to capture histories for each animal. The sample area is defined
based on the maximum distance that individual jaguars move during the sample period (the mean
maximum distance method, MMDM). The capture‐recapture model, which incorporates individual
heterogeneity in capture probabilities, then estimates mean tiger density within the study area and can
provide data on survival and recruitment parameters.
Following Karanth’s (1995) lead, camera trapping techniques were progressively incorporated in
jaguar monitoring research. The first use of photographic capture‐recapture sampling for estimating
jaguar abundance was conducted by Silver et al. (2004), who applied this method in a total of five study
sites across the Mayan rainforest of Belize, the Chaco dry forest of Bolivia, and the Amazonian rainforest
of Bolivia. They found that jaguar densities ranged from 2.4‐8.8 adult individuals per 100 km2. Other
studies have since been carried out in the Pantanal wetlands of southwestern Brazil, where jaguar
density was approximately 10.3 jaguars/100 km2 (Soisalo & Cavalcanti 2006), in an alluvial plain forest at
the base of the Bolivian Andes, with 1.68 jaguars/100 km2 (Wallace et al. 2003), and in an additional
survey of the dry forests of Bolivia, with 5 jaguars/100 km2 in one study site and 2.67 jaguars/100 km2 in
the other (Maffei et al. 2004).
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While camera trapping studies have had remarkable success in estimating big cat densities,
capture‐recapture methods tend to be carried out in areas that are remote, lacking a human population,
or otherwise formally protected. Since camera traps are expensive and must be placed at multiple
locations in the jaguar’s range, it would not be wise to place these traps in areas of human
development, where they could be tampered with or stolen by curious outsiders. Therefore, a novel
method of species detection is necessary in human‐dominated landscapes that require rapid, large‐scale
analysis of jaguar distribution.
Site Occupancy Modeling
One approach that has been used to analyze species presence across a wide geographical area is
site occupancy modeling. The goal of site occupancy modeling is to account for the difference between
occupancy and detection; for example, following multiple surveys in a location, a target species may not
be detected by a human observer even though it does occupy that site. Use of naïve methods would
therefore grossly underestimate the “true” occupancy of the site (MacKenzie et al. 2006).
Site occupancy modeling recognizes that in some cases the probability of detecting a species is
less than one, so a replication of survey efforts (either geographically or temporally) is used to estimate
a species‐level detection probability (p), the probability that at least one individual of a species will be
detected given that the species does inhabit the area of interest. Detection probability is then used to
estimate occupancy (C), the probability that a randomly selected site or sampling unit in an area of
interest is actually occupied by the species. Occupancy can be estimated as C = (x/s), where x and s
represent the number of occupied and total sites, respectively. However, the problem is that x is
generally not known, so site occupancy modeling uses detection probability to estimate x (MacKenzie et
al. 2006).
In single‐species, single‐season occupancy models, there are two stochastic processes that are
occurring at a site that could affect whether or not a species is detected. The first is that a species is
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either occupied (with probability C) or unoccupied (with probability 1 – C). Then, if the site is indeed
occupied, for each survey (j) there will be some probability of detecting the species (pj). Repeated
surveys of a site leads to a detection history composed of 0s (for absences) and 1s (for presences), such
that a detection history of hi = 10101 means that the site is occupied at site i and that the species was
detected in survey 1, not detected in survey 2, detected in survey 3, not detected in survey 4, and
detected in survey 5.
This verbal translation of the detection history can be expressed in the following probability
statement:
Pr(hi = 10101) = Cp1 (1 – p2 ) p 3 (1 – p 4 ) p5

(1)

At sites where the species was never detected, there are two possibilities for why the species
was never detected at the site: either (1) the site was occupied by the species and the species was not
detected in any of the five surveys or (2) the site was unoccupied by the species. Both of these
possibilities must be incorporated into the probability statement, which becomes

(2)
Since both of those options are possible in the observed data, the terms are added together
(MacKenzie & Bailey 2004).
Following the creation of probability statements for each of the s observed detection histories,
the model likelihood for the observed data is constructed. There are five assumptions of the model,
which are: (1) occupancy in the sites does not change during the surveying period; (2) probability of
occupancy is equal across all sites; (3) the probability of detecting the species in a survey, given that the
species is present, is equal across all sites; (4) the detection of the species in each survey of a site is
independent of detections in the other surveys of the site; and (5) each detection history is independent
(MacKenzie et al. 2006).
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However, the assumptions that the probability of occupancy is equal across all sites, and that
the probability of detection (given species presence) is equal across all sites, are unrealistic since these
probabilities will likely vary with the heterogeneous nature of each site. Therefore, species occupancy
(C) and detection probability (p) could be functions of covariates such as habitat type, patch size,
elevation, or distance to nearest road. The modeling of these relationships can be interpreted as a kind
of generalized linear regression technique, in which there is some uncertainty as to whether an
observed absence is a “true” absence. Using a logit link function that transforms the linear combination
of covariate values (which can range between +/‐ ∞) to values between 0 and 1 (a scale of probability),
the probability of site i being occupied is
logit (Ci ) = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + …. + βUxiU ,

(3)

which is a function of U covariates associated with site i (xi1, xi2, … xiU) and the U + 1 coefficients that are
to be estimated: U regression coefficients for U covariates and the intercept (β0). Thus, the probability of
occupancy can now vary among sites, but the parameters being estimated (the βs) are assumed to be
constant across all sites. Therefore, appropriate covariates for modeling Care those that remain
constant over time, such as distance metrics, elevation, or land cover type (MacKenzie et al. 2002).
Site occupancy modeling will result in numerous output metrics for a given species distribution:
the first is naïve occupancy, which is the proportion of sites in which a species was detected at least
once. The second is detection probability (p), the probability that at least one individual of a species will
be detected if it is present in that area (MacKenzie et al. 2006). Then, two estimates of C (occupancy
probability, ranging from 0 to 1) are calculated for each grid cell: unconditional and conditional. The
unconditional C is calculated using habitat covariates, without accounting for the detection history of
each study site. The conditional C (C‐cond) does incorporate the detection history specific to each grid
cell and could therefore be considered a more realistic estimate of species occupancy (Zeller et al.,
unpub.).
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In order to determine the “best” fitted model, it should be demonstrated that it adequately
describes the observed data and captures the important features of the studied system (MacKenzie et
al. 2006). One common approach of testing the fit of a model is the use of Akaike’s Information Criteria
(AIC), which is based on the principle of parsimony. This can be interpreted as a tradeoff between “bias”
and “precision,” because the fit of any model can be improved (thus reducing the bias) by increasing the
number of parameters, but there is the resulting cost of increasing variance. The AIC method therefore
has a penalty added to encourage the parsimony principle, which in theory would result in a fitted
model with the fewest necessary parameters (Burnham and Anderson 2002).
Another means of assessing model fit is an approach developed by MacKenzie and Bailey (2004).
This method tests whether the observed number of sites with each detection history has a reasonable
chance of occurring if the target model is assumed to be the “correct” one. The “expected” number of
sites with each detection history is tabulated, and then compared to the observed using a simple
Pearson’s Chi‐square (X2) statistic to test for evidence of poor model fit. In order to correct for the fact
that many expected values are likely to be small, MacKenzie and Bailey (2004) suggest using a
parametric bootstrap procedure to determine whether the observed value of X2 is unusually large.
If the target model is determined to be a poor fit but must still be used to make inferences
about the system, an overdispersion parameter (C‐hat) can be used to inflate standard errors and to
adjust the selection of the models. C‐hat can be estimated as:
C‐hat = (X2Obs / X2B),

(4)

in which X2B is the mean of the test statistics from the parametric bootstrap. The goal is for C‐hat to be
approximately 1. If the value is greater than 1, this means there is more variation in the observed data
than expected by the model. A value less than 1 signifies that there is less variation than would be
expected (MacKenzie et al. 2006).
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Detection/non‐detection surveys for use in site occupancy modeling have been successfully
applied in numerous large‐scale species monitoring programs, such as the evaluation of potential
territory sites of the spotted owl (MacKenzie et al. 2003) and the occupancy monitoring of an
endangered insect, the Mahoenui giant weta (Deinacrida mahoenui), on the North Island of New
Zealand (MacKenzie et al. 2006). Such models have also been applied in the monitoring of anuran and
salamander species abundance in the United States (MacKenzie et al. 2002; Bailey et al. 2004). Of
greatest applicability to the conservation of big cats is the groundbreaking work of Nichols and Karanth
(2002) in India, who used occupancy surveys based on animal sign (tracks, scat) to perform large‐scale
monitoring of tigers (Panthera tigris) and their major prey species.
A novel approach recently developed by Panthera, and which was employed in the current
study, is the use of interviews with local people to substitute for traditional site survey techniques (such
as line transects or, more recently, camera traps). Each interview in a study site serves as an
“observation” for that period, and a detection history for each study site can be compiled using
interview responses of whether a jaguar is present or absent at that site (Zeller et al., unpub.). This is
seen as a much‐needed approach to evaluate jaguar presence in large geographical areas that require
analysis of species presence.
Maxent
An additional method that can cross‐check the results obtained by site occupancy modeling is
Maxent, a presence‐only species modeling approach. The presence‐only feature of Maxent was
considered a major advance in species modeling because often there are no “true” absence data
available for a given species. The guiding principle of Maxent is to allow a predictive distribution to reach
maximum entropy (or a maximum degree of flexibility) while at the same time conforming to the
constraints that are in place in the fitted distribution. Maxent uses a set of species presence points, with
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accompanying environmental data, to predict the probability of “habitat” for a set of random
background points, or “potential habitat” (Phillips et al. 2004).
Maxent’s algorithm begins at maximum entropy and iteratively refits the model to conform to
the “shape” of the data’s density distribution. The iterations cease once a user‐specified number of
iterations has been performed or a desired convergence threshold has been reached. The final product
is an estimate of pixel‐by‐pixel environmental suitability across the study area, rescaled between 0 and
1. Since Maxent is a generative model that only describes a species’ potential habitat, the output must
be interpreted differently than the discriminative habitat vs. non‐habitat output of methods such as the
GLM (Phillips et al. 2006). For example, the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve, used to “fine‐
tune” model performance, is normally a measure of the model’s ability to successfully classify true
positives and true negatives (Pearce & Ferrier 2000). However, since there are no “true” negatives in
Maxent, the ROC curve can only be interpreted as the ability of the model to maximize true positives
while minimizing the area of background predicted to be habitat (Phillips et al. 2006).
Maxent was determined to be an appropriate method here due to the nature of the “presence”
responses that could be collected in an interview. Since targeted questioning can lead to specific
locations where jaguars had been seen, these points could be modeled in Maxent as sample points.
Objective
The goal of this project was to use interviews with local people in a site occupancy framework to
estimate jaguar and jaguar prey presence across the Toledo District of southern Belize. Information
gathered from these interviews provided the key variables to determine the “likelihood of species
presence” throughout the study area. Results from this analysis were compared to those of Maxent to
determine if both approaches converged on the same solution. The final corridor was selected based on
predicted species presence and a relatively low level of future threat.
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Study Area
The Toledo District of southern Belize, totaling 4,421 km2, is the southernmost political district in
the country. It is bounded to the west by Guatemala, to the east by the Caribbean Sea, and to the north
by the main divide of the Maya Mountains. It runs 96 km from north to south and 40 km from east to
west. The local people in this region are mainly Mopan Maya and Kekchi Maya farmers who practice
slash‐and‐burn milpa agriculture. The milpa plots tend to be between 1.2 and 2.4 ha each, and rotate
each growing season to allow for natural restoration of soil fertility (Emch et al. 2005).
The 2000 Census placed the Toledo population at 23,297 persons; this represents a 259%
increase from the 1970 population level. The population explosion has been attributed mainly to the
influx of Mayans across the Guatemalan border to settle in Belizean Mayan villages (Levasseur & Oliver
2000). This population increase, combined with recent road construction and extractive timber
practices, has led to approximately 10% forest loss between 1975 and 1999 (Emch et al. 2005). Since
1995, concessions of 65,000 ha bordering Mayan villages and 10,000 ha of rainforest in the Columbia
River and Maya Mountain Forest Reserves have been granted to international logging companies, which
will surely increase the future rate of deforestation (Chomitz & Oliver 2000).
Methods
Interview Study Design
The study site within the Toledo District was selected following a FRAGSTATS v 3 (McGarigal et
al. 2002) analysis to detect contiguous forest area. This area was then divided into 91 16‐km2 grid cells
(Fig. 1). A grid cell size of 16 km2 was chosen based on (1) an approximate minimum range size of the
jaguar (Rabinowitz and Nottingham (1986) found that male jaguars in central Belize maintained ranges
of 28‐40 km2, while females had a minimum range size of 10 km2), and (2) the amount of time available
to complete the study.
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Four to six interviews were collected in 67 of those grid cells (identified in dark yellow in Fig. 1),
while 1‐2 interviews were collected in 23 grid cells (identified in light yellow). In one grid cell (#90), no
data was collected due to the remoteness of the grid cell and its infrequency of human visitation.
Seventy‐five percent of the grid cells were randomly selected for sampling with 4‐6 interviews, with the
remaining 25% requiring 1‐2 interviews. However, grid cell designations were altered slightly due to
logistical constraints. For example, since GC 55 was visited far more frequently than GC 54, it was more
time efficient to collect a greater number of interviews in GC 55. Therefore, 4‐6 interviews were
collected in GC 55, with 1‐2 interviews collected in GC 54.
The goal of each interview was to determine the locations of past jaguar signs or sightings in
each grid cell, as well as the relative abundance of the six main jaguar prey species: the white‐lipped
peccary (Tayassu pecari, locally known as the wari), collared peccary (Pecari tajacu, the peccary), paca
(Agouti paca, the gibnut), red brocket deer (Mazama americana, the antelope), white‐tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginianus, the deer), and nine‐banded armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus, the armadillo).
More specifically, I determined what grid cells the interviewee was most familiar with, as well as
how often each grid cell was visited and whether visitation occurred year‐round or during a specific
season (wet or dry). I then asked about each prey species individually: Did the species occupy that grid
cell, and if so, how many times was the animal or animal sign observed in that grid cell per week, month,
or year?
The questions about jaguar presence were more complex, and asked the same questions across
three time periods: the past year, the year before that, and “ever.” I asked whether or not a jaguar,
jaguar sign (such as a track or prey carcass), or jaguar carcass had been seen in each time period, and
then acquired a description of exactly what the person had seen (color, height of the animal off the
ground, size of track, etc.). This description, as well as the use of laminated cards with pictures of the
different species and their tracks, were used to verify the identity of the animal that had been seen,
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which on some occasions turned out to be a puma, ocelot, or jaguarundi. In the cases where a jaguar
had been incorrectly identified, this information was disregarded. If the sighting was indeed a jaguar or
jaguar sign, I inquired about the date of observation. In the more recent time periods, the date was
often as detailed as the actual day of the year, although it was more often just the month. In the “ever”
time period, only the year sufficed.
I then asked for a very detailed description of where the animal or animal sign had been
spotted. For example, an interviewee would tell me that the jaguar was spotted two miles down the
farmer’s road to Aguacate village, or perhaps 50 meters from the large bend in the Rio Grande River
adjacent to the TIDE station. Through extensive questioning, I was able to get a good sense of where this
sighting had occurred, which was then converted to UTM coordinates.
The last section of the interview inquired about more qualitative information. I first asked if the
interviewee knew of major development projects that had been proposed for their village, such as road
paving, large agriculture projects, industrial operations, or tourism projects. I then asked if he knew of
other people in the village who knew a lot about the wildlife or went hunting frequently, which often
directed me to the house of someone who could provide thorough, reliable responses. The next
questions asked about community groups, development groups, or cooperatives that were working in
the area, as well as the acting supervisor, so that contact could be readily made should that village be
selected for inclusion in the corridor. I finished the interview by asking about their estimate of village
population size (either number of individuals or families), and then asked for their name and age on a
voluntary basis.
Remote Sensing
In order to collect more detailed information on geographic features, a Landsat 5 image dated
March 31, 2001 was obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey’s EarthExplorer website (USGS 2007). This
image was 100% cloud‐free and allowed for roads and villages to be easily distinguished. All dirt and
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paved roads in the study area, as well as all 37 villages, were hand‐digitized using the satellite image as
reference. Then, an unsupervised classification of the Landsat 5 image was run in ERDAS IMAGINE v 9.3
(ERDAS 2008). This resulted in 50 classes, which were compared to a 2010 GoogleEarth (Google 2009)
image and then selectively combined to produce the following user‐defined classes: ocean,
river/stream, wetland, primary forest, secondary forest, agricultural land, and fallow agriculture
(Appendix A). This technique was better able to discriminate between land cover types than the
supervised classification, which was run using 50 ground‐truthing points collected in the summer of
2009. The unsupervised classification revealed that the majority of the landscape was mature forest
(65.10% of total land area), followed by agriculture (10.24%) and secondary forest (9.62%) (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of land cover classification in the Toledo District.
Land Cover Type
Mature forest
Agriculture
Secondary forest
Fallow agriculture
Wetland
River or stream
Total

Area (HA)
250,425
39,389
37,016
30,100
25,021
2,731
384,683

Percent
65.10
10.24
9.62
7.82
6.50
0.71
100.00

Site Occupancy Modeling
There were nineteen total variables chosen for this analysis (Table 2). All variables were
manipulated in order to generate a mean value for each 16‐km2 grid cell. Some of these variables came
directly from the interviews, including the prey species data, village population size, and future threats,
while others, such as elevation and all distance/land cover metrics, had to be derived using GIS software
ArcMap v. 9.3.1 (ESRI 2009). The variables with larger ranges (elevation and all distance metrics) were
standardized to z‐scores. For viewing purposes, the 19 variables were then mapped by grid cell using
ArcMap (Appendices B‐D). Possible correlations among the variables were evaluated using statistical
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Table 2. All 19 variables used in occupancy modeling, with a note on post‐processing.
Variable

Code Name

Description

Post‐
processing?

Distance to road (m)

RoadDist2

Euclidean distance from all digitized roads

Standardized
to z‐score

Distance to Southern Highway
(m)
Distance to protected area (m)

HwyDist2
PADist2

Distance to village (m)

VillDist2

Elevation (m)

Elevation4

Distance to forest (m)

ForestDist2

Distance to agriculture (m)

AgricDist2

Standardized
to z‐score
Standardized
to z‐score
Standardized
to z‐score
Standardized
to z‐score
Standardized
to z‐score
Standardized
to z‐score

Distance to water/wetland (m)

WaterDist2

Percent forest (%)

FocalForA

Percent agriculture (%)

FocalAgricA

Percent water/wetland (%)

FocalWatA

Euclidean distance from the only paved road in
the area
Euclidean distance from designated protected
areas (BERDS 1999)
Euclidean distance from each of the digitized
villages
Elevation based on 30 m by 30 m Aster DEM
(NASA 2010)
Euclidean distance from primary/secondary
forest edge based on land cover classification
Euclidean distance from agriculture/fallow
agriculture edge based on land cover
classification
Euclidean distance from river/stream/wetland
based on land cover classification
Percent of primary and secondary forest (by
grid cell for SOM, by focal area for Maxent)
Percent of fallow and active agriculture (by
grid cell for SOM, by focal area for Maxent)
Percent of river/stream/wetland (by grid cell
for SOM, by focal area for Maxent)

Percent daily chance of seeing
white‐lipped peccary (%)
Percent daily chance of seeing
collared peccary (%)
Percent daily chance of seeing
paca (%)
Percent daily chance of seeing
red brocket deer (%)
Percent daily chance of seeing
white‐tailed deer (%)
Percent daily chance of seeing
armadillo (%)
Population (on 0 to 10 scale)

WariProb2

Population2

Threat (on 0 to 10 scale)

Threat2

PeccariProb2
GibnutProb2
AntelopeProb2
DeerProb2

Standardized
to z‐score
No
No
No
No

For all six prey species, this metric was
tabulated by first standardizing each response
for “How often do you see species X” into days
per year. For example, seeing species X 3 times
for the month would equal 36 times per year.
Then, all responses for each grid cell are
averaged to give an estimate of how many
days per year (on average) one is likely to see
each prey species.

ArmadilProb2

No
No
No
No
No

0 = uninhabited, 1= 50‐99 ppl, 2 = 100‐199 ppl,
3 = 200‐349 ppl, 5 = 350 to 499 ppl, 7 = 500‐
749 ppl, 10 = 750‐1200 ppl. All population
estimates were gathered from the interviews
and cross‐checked with the 2000 Census.
0 = protected, 1 = uninhabited and mostly
forest, 2 = uninhabited with presence of
agriculture, 3 = inhabited with some threat, 5 =
inhabited with moderate threat, 7 = inhabited
with high threat, 10 = inhabited with
emergency‐level threat

Division by 10
so values
ranged
between 0
and 1
Division by 10
so values
ranged
between 0
and 1
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package R (R Development Core Team 2009).
Site occupancy models were created using PRESENCE software v 3.0 (Hines 2010). Using the
jaguar as an example, the detection histories for all grid cells (essentially a spreadsheet of 1s
and 0s) were entered into the program, as well as the mean values of all 19 covariates by grid cell. Then,
a “Single‐Season” analysis using a “Custom” model was run using all 19 covariates to determine which
variables had the greatest effect on the probability of jaguar occupancy. Then, individual models were
run on select variables to determine which combination of covariates would have the lowest AIC value
and pass the goodness‐of‐fit test.
Single‐season analyses were run for the jaguar and all six of its prey species: the white‐lipped
peccary (Tayassu pecari), collared peccary (Pecari tajacu), paca (Agouti paca), red brocket deer
(Mazama americana), white‐tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), and nine‐banded armadillo (Dasypus
novemcinctus). The occupancy probability matrices for each species were then combined to determine
how many species occupied each grid cell.
Maxent
The presence points in the Maxent analysis were the UTM coordinates derived from each jaguar
track or actual jaguar sighting that had been reported in the last year. There were 386 total points,
which were projected to NAD 1927 UTM Zone 16N and used as the “Samples” file in Maxent v 3.1.0
(Phillips et al. 2004). The “background” data corresponded to all nineteen raster layers representing the
variables of interest. It is from this data that potential habitat will be drawn to determine habitat
suitability across the study area. In order to convert the raster data to Maxent‐compatible formatting,
each raster layer was first extracted by mask (using the DEM layer), snapped to the DEM, and then
converted to an ASCII file.
All variable names remained the same in the site occupancy versus Maxent analyses, but there
were some modifications that had to be made for the Maxent modeling. First, many of the site
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occupancy variables were calculated on a zonal, 16 km2‐cell basis, since only the average value across
the entire grid cell was required. However, since Maxent analysis used (X,Y) presence points, it would
greatly improve output accuracy to model variables on a 30‐m pixel‐by‐pixel basis. Therefore, the
distance matrices used in the Maxent analysis had unique values for each pixel, rather than a single
value for the entire 16‐km2 grid cell. Also, to better estimate the land use around a certain point, the
percent forest, agriculture, and water/wetland metrics were calculated for each 30‐m pixel’s focal area.
Since the data for prey species, population, and threat were collected on a 16‐km2 grid cell basis, these
variables could not be altered and were left as recorded.
Results
A total of 184 interviews were collected from June 18, 2009, to August 13, 2009. All but two of
the subjects were male. The mean interviewee age was 40.70 years (median 40 years, range 18‐76
years), and the average number of years spent in the area was 23.17 years (median 23 years, range 6
months to 67 years).
Site Occupancy Modeling
The models for the jaguar and four of the prey species were selected based on three criteria: (1)
A low AIC to achieve parsimony in the model. (2) Goodness of fit, represented by the probability that the
test statistic is greater than or equal to the observed statistic. The closer this value is to 1, the better the
fit. Given a 95% confidence interval on the test statistic, this statistic is not significant below 0.05. (3) A
C‐hat value around 1 (Table 3). Models could not be fit for the gibnut or white‐tailed deer due to a lack
of covariate relationships to adequately explain their distribution.
The species that were easiest to detect when present were the collared peccary and armadillo
(p = 0.91), while the red brocket deer (p = 0.78), jaguar (p = 0.70), and white‐lipped peccary (p = 0.45)
were increasingly harder to detect (Table 3).
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Table 3. Summary of final models selected for the jaguar and four of its prey species.

Species

Naïve
Occupancy
Estimate

Detection
Probabiity

Explanatory Variables

AIC
Value

Jaguar

0.92

0.70

White‐
lipped
peccary
Collared
peccary

0.38

0.45

0.96

0.91

0.92

0.78

0.97

0.91

Percent daily chance of seeing armadillo (+)
Elevation (+)
Distance to PA (‐)
Distance to forest (‐)
Forest area (+)
Distance to PA (‐)
Distance to water/wetland (‐)
Forest area (+)
Distance to agriculture (‐)
Distance to village (‐)
Forest area (+)
Distance to agriculture (‐)
Elevation (+)
Agriculture area (+)
Elevation (‐)
Distance to water/wetland (+)

Red
brocket
deer
Armadillo

C‐hat

369.69

p of Test
Statistic
>=
Observed
0.92

251.79

0.54

0.91

210.43

0.68

0.45

368.95

0.17

1.23

201.49

0.13

1.40

Jaguar occupancy was found to be positively associated with the percent daily chance of seeing
armadillo and elevation, and negatively associated with distance to protected area and distance to
forest (in other words, there is greater likelihood of occupancy with closer distances) (Table 3).
Prey species results are as follows: (1) White‐lipped peccary (Tayassu pecari) occupancy was
positively associated with forest area, and negatively associated with distance to protected area and
water/wetland. (2) Collared peccary (Pecari tajacu) occupancy was positively associated with forest area
and negatively associated with distance to agriculture and distance to village. (3) Red brocket deer
(Mazama americana) occupancy was positively associated with forest area and elevation, and negatively
associated with distance to agriculture. (4) Nine‐banded armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus) occupancy
was positively associated with agricultural area and distance to water/wetland, and negatively
associated with elevation (Table 3).
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0.58

Maxent
The main output using all 19 variables was a map of habitat suitability, with values of p ranging
from 0 (unsuitable) to 1 (most suitable) (Fig. 2). My final model was thresholded at p = 0.332, which
incorporated 90% of the true positives (Fig. 3).
Of the 19 variables, the most important contributors to the jaguar distribution model were
distance to village, distance to agriculture, percent daily chance of seeing the armadillo, percent daily
chance of seeing the white‐tailed deer, and elevation (Table 4).
Table 4. Percent contribution of each environmental variable to the Maxent model (see Table 2
for variable names).
Variable

Percent contribution

villdist2

19.8

agricdist2

12.6

armadilprob2

10.6

deerprob2

9.5

elevation4

7.1

roaddist2

6.8

padist2

6.1

hwydist2

4.7

threat2

3.3

peccariprob2

2.8

focalwata

2.7

wariprob2

2.3

focalagrica

2.2

antelopeprob2

2.1

waterdist2

2

population2

1.6

forestdist2

1.5

focalfora

1.2

gibnutprob2

1
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The jackknifing procedure, which runs the model based on each variable being the only
predictor and then being the only predictor excluded from the model, revealed that distance to village
and the percent daily chance of seeing an armadillo had the most useful information for the model. This
is because those variables, when used alone, had a large effect on model deviance. On the other hand,
the separate omission of distance to agriculture and elevation resulted in a substantial decrease in
model deviance, which suggests that those variables contained information that the others lacked (Fig.
4).

Figure 4. Results of jackknifing technique, which evaluated the effects of (1) selectively omitting each
variable from the analysis, and (2) including only one variable at a time to explain model
deviance (See Table 2 for variable names).
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Corridor Selection
Following the site occupancy analysis, each selected model generated its own matrix of grid cell
C‐cond, the probability of species occupancy in the grid cell given its detection history. The threshold
for species occupancy was set at C‐cond = 0.8, such that a species is considered to be present in that
cell (thus making C‐cond equal to 1.0) if the probability of species occupancy was 80% or better. This
threshold was only applied to models for the white‐lipped peccary and the red brocket deer; the models
for the jaguar, collared peccary, and armadillo had a binary response of 1s and 0s. These C‐cond values
were added together for all five models, with the jaguar model receiving a weight of 2.0 and the prey
species models receiving a weight of 1.0 (Fig. 5). Since the jaguar was the focal species of this analysis,
this weighting scheme was selected to give the presence of the jaguar more importance than the
presence of individual prey species. The highest possible C‐cond was 6.0, meaning that a grid cell with
that value was occupied by the jaguar and all four modeled prey species: the white‐lipped peccary,
collared peccary, red brocket deer, and nine‐banded armadillo.
All grid cells with a value of 6.0 were identified, and selection for the corridor was based on
maintaining contiguity of the 6.0‐valued cells in a single, unbroken path that was as wide as possible
(Fig. 6). Also included were three grid cells that had a score of 5.0, meaning that, in this case, they were
predicted to contain all species except the white‐lipped peccary. One of these grid cells (#44) was added
because the corridor was only 4 km2 at this point and needed to be widened to prevent a potential
bottleneck. The other two grid cells (#68 and #82) were included because they were contiguous with
6.0‐valued grid cells, and their inclusion would significantly improve the connectivity of the corridor.
On the other hand, two grid cells (#14 and #84) received a C ‐cond total of 6.0 but were
excluded from the corridor because they received the highest possible level of future threat (Appendix
D). These threats included impending seismic testing for oil, large‐scale cassava production, and a U.S.‐
backed resort in GC #84, and the presence of a highly‐mechanized Mennonite community in GC #14 that
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had completely deforested the landscape and developed cattle ranches and farms. All selected cells
were then cross‐checked with Maxent output to ensure that they contained areas of relatively high
habitat suitability.
The selected corridor is placed between Sarstoon‐Temash National Park to the south and
protected areas managed by local NGOs TIDE (Toledo Institute for Development and Environment) and
YCT (Ya’axche Conservation Trust) to the north, with only eight settlements present within the corridor
(Fig. 7).
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Discussion
Site Occupancy Modeling
Jaguar (Panthera onca) occupancy using PRESENCE was found to be positively associated with
the percent daily chance of seeing armadillo and elevation, and negatively associated with distance to
protected area and distance to forest. These relationships make sense ecologically, since armadillos had
the highest naïve occupancy of any modeled species (97%) and could therefore be considered a
ubiquitous, reliable food source for the jaguar. The association with elevation substantiated hunters’
statements that game hunting was more frequent in the hills, since the hills were considered the last
enclaves supporting jaguar prey species such as the white‐lipped peccary and red brocket deer. The
presence of forest cover and formal protection status were also associated with jaguar occupancy, likely
because jaguars prefer forested habitats and are more likely to thrive where hunting without a license is
prohibited (TIDE 2010).
The white‐lipped peccary (Tayassu pecari) had the lowest naïve occupancy of any species (38%)
and was completely absent from most of the study area. This has been attributed to loss of habitat and
overhunting by subsistence hunters, who consider the white‐lipped peccary a prized game species. This
species travels in large herds and is only seen in the forested areas in the eastern part of the district,
where there are protected areas and few people. This led to a positive association between white‐lipped
peccary occupancy and percent forest, and a negative association between occupancy and distance to
protected area. White‐lipped peccary occupancy was also negatively associated with distance to
water/wetland, since (1) areas along the coast have a large wetland presence, and (2) the mouths of the
Toledo District’s major river systems (the Moho, the Rio Grande) have their beginnings in this area.
The collared peccary (Pecari tajacu) was far more abundant than the white‐lipped peccary
(naïve occupancy = 96%) and easily detected when present (detection probability = 91%). The occupancy
of this species was also associated with forest area, but interesting negative associations emerged
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between species occupancy and (1) distance to agriculture and (2) distance to village. This confirms
villager reports that the collared peccary is a major crop predator, namely of corn, and that the
peccaries often have to be driven away during the harvest season. Many farmers commented that they
see collared peccary tracks every day, and that they continue to be pests that consume a good portion
of their crops every year. It could be that, since human populations are growing and the presence of
agriculture is rising, that the collared peccary is increasingly relying on human‐grown crops as a readily
available food source.
The red brocket deer’s (Mazama americana) occupancy also corresponded to ecological
relationships that the villagers described in their interviews. Species occupancy was associated with
forest area, which was expected, and there was a negative association between species occupancy and
distance to agriculture. While farmers did comment that collared peccary and white‐tailed deer were
the biggest predators on their crops, there was a fair bit of reporting that red brocket deer were
consistently found near agricultural areas. Lastly, the fact that there was a positive relationship between
red brocket deer occupancy and elevation confirmed the hunters’ reports that one could only find the
red brocket deer in the hills, while the white‐tailed deer preferred the lowlands.
The nine‐banded armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus) had a very high naïve occupancy (97%) and
detection probability (91%), meaning that this species is ubiquitous and easily spotted. The armadillo’s
occupancy was positively associated with agricultural area and distance to water, and negatively
correlated with elevation. This is the model that is most difficult to explain ecologically, and which had
the lowest goodness of fit (probability of test statistic = 0.13). While the positive correlation with
agricultural area was not necessarily expected, it does support the conclusion by McDonough et al.
(2000) that the armadillo is a particularly hardy species capable of persisting in disturbed landscapes.
However, this trend could also be an artifact of the interviewing protocol, since most interviews were
conducted in villages (and therefore in close proximity to agricultural areas). The negative association
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with elevation could be due to the fact that, since armadillo are habitat generalists, there were simply
more lowlands than highlands in this study area. Lastly, the concept of armadillo occupancy increasing
as distance to water/wetland increases contradicts the idea that armadillo would need to be close to a
water source in order to survive. However, it is possible that armadillo may be found far from the major
river mouths and relying on more minor streams.
While the use of interview data with PRESENCE effectively led to the delineation of a very
specific corridor, I question whether the intensive data collection behind this analysis was necessary. For
example, it was often difficult to justify collecting two or three more interviews in certain sites where I
was confident that all prey species and the jaguar were present and frequently seen. Thus, perhaps the
number of interviews could be reduced if there is consistency in the first couple interviews in each grid
cell. One idea is to conduct a pilot survey in the area to determine if the samples are reliable; if so, there
is potential for a fewer total number of surveys to be collected. The extra effort in seeking out local
“experts” may be valuable in achieving this internal consistency.
A final drawback of this technique is that, since the questioning did not lead to the identification
of individual jaguars, the density of jaguars in the area could not be determined. This interviewing
protocol should therefore be implemented only in situations in which the presence versus absence of
jaguars and their prey over a wide geographical area is the focus of the analysis, rather than the density
of these species. It is recommended that traditional camera trapping and line transect techniques be
implemented where density estimates are required.
Habitat Modeling
Overall, the Maxent output was less than satisfactory, since I had to select a low habitat
suitability threshold to generate a landscape with contiguous jaguar habitat. I was also surprised that
some areas where I knew jaguars existed (such as within GC 6 and GC 89) were considered by Maxent to
be of low suitability. There are a few reasons that could explain these discrepancies. First, the points I
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gathered were collected from interviews with local people, and the point locations were therefore
biased to areas that were accessible to people and frequently traveled (hence the strong relationship
with distance to agriculture and distance to villages). Therefore, presence points did not come from
more remote forest areas (because people do not go there), and did not come from wetland areas that
jaguars are known to inhabit because (1) most of these areas are difficult to access, and (2) jaguar tracks
are very difficult to detect in swampy areas (Egbert Valencio, SATIIM, pers. comm.). Perhaps the output
can be determined as “suitability of jaguar habitat close to developed areas.”
The Final Corridor
Overall, the final corridor was delineated quite clearly with the site occupancy technique, and
was further refined using information about habitat suitability from Maxent and future threat from
interviews with local hunters and farmers. These areas were observed to contain all the prey species, as
well as the jaguar, and seemed to make ecological sense due to their proximity to perennial water
sources/wetlands and the Toledo District protected areas system.
Panthera’s goal in the corridor selection process is not solely to work with the Belizean
government to place this land under formal protection, but also to work closely in selected communities
to promote jaguar outreach projects and ensure that enough forest is left intact to support a viable
jaguar population (Panthera 2008). Potential ideas for community conservation work include projects in
livestock management (i.e., workshops to promote better husbandry techniques, provision of materials
for constructing pig pens or improving cattle ranch fencing), agroforestry (incorporating woody
vegetation in traditional agricultural land use practices), and education (the promotion of wildlife
conservation and the cultural significance of the jaguar in the science curriculum of local schools).
The communities that fall within the corridor, and should therefore be examined closely for
immediate outreach opportunities, are Boom Creek, Graham Creek, Midway, Emery Grove, Jacinto,
Elridge, Forest Home, and New Road. Communities that are adjacent to the corridor, but do not reside
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within it, could be the recipients of a “second wave” of outreach projects. These secondary communities
(Crique Sarco, Lucky Strike, Sunday Wood, Barranco, San Felipe, Santa Ana, Conejo, San Marcos, Big
Falls, Silver Creek, and Golden Stream), have residents who are known to hunt within the grid cells
occupied by the corridor (particularly residents of Crique Sarco, Sunday Wood, and Conejo), which
makes outreach in these areas an additional priority.
Since the development of the Toledo District is occurring so rapidly, it was impossible to select a
suitable corridor where there was no future threat. Two grid cells of high suitability but ultimately
excluded from the analysis were GCs 14 and 84. Grid Cell 14 is partly forested but is occupied by a
Mennonite community called Pine Hill. The Mennonites have completely deforested this area and are
involved in intensive mechanized agriculture and cattle ranching. This community is steadily expanding,
and the Chairman is interested in pushing a road to connect Pine Hill with the Rio Grande River, which
would cut through GCs 23 and 34 (heading south) and disrupt the connectivity of the landscape. The
people of Pine Hill are very tightly‐knit and do not interact with outsiders; it proved to be difficult to
secure a single interview in this area. For these reasons, an outreach program is likely to be ineffective
here. Perhaps it is best for local conservation organizations (TIDE, YCT) to continue private land
acquisition and protection efforts in this section of the corridor.
The other excluded grid cell was GC 84, which contains the village of Barranco. This village is
considered an anomaly in the Toledo District, since it is a village composed of coastal Garifuna people.
The Garifuna are descendants of Carib and West African people, and currently subsist on fishing and the
planting of cassava. While the Garifuna of Barranco tend not to hunt like the nearby Kekchi and Mopan
Maya people, their village is due to undergo some profound changes. Through speaking with the locals, I
learned that a company from the United States has already received approval to conduct seismic testing
in the area for oil, and would need to use Barranco as a seaside port. Other concerns were the growing
tourism infrastructure in Barranco (there are plans for a US‐backed resort) and impending large‐scale
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cassava agriculture. All told, it is recommended that Barranco and the surrounding area be excluded
from the corridor.
In terms of the communities that exist within the corridor, Jacinto, Elridge, Forest Home, Emery
Grove, and New Road are all very similar communities that could be considered the “suburbs” of Punta
Gorda, if one could consider Punta Gorda a main city. With the exception of New Road, all are located
along the Southern Highway and are likely to experience major future development and growth. Most of
the men in these villages work “in town” at 9 to 5 jobs (which made collecting interviews a challenge in
these areas), and many own guns that are successfully used to kill jaguars. Interviewees from this area
had multiple stories about jaguars that had recently been killed, either by themselves or someone they
knew personally, and this was the only area where complaints were consistently made about the lack of
a compensation system for livestock killed by jaguars. Human‐jaguar conflict appeared to be running
very high, and there was a significant number of reported jaguar killings that had occurred in the past
year. For all of these reasons, Jacinto, Elridge, Forest Home, Emery Grove, and New Road are considered
major priorities for immediate, on‐the‐ground outreach.
Also included in the corridor is Boom Creek, a very small settlement (pop = 120 persons)
composed of mostly young people (and some very well‐known hunters). Declining hunting yields in this
area, as well as a logging concession in Boom Creek, make rapid action in this village also a top priority.
Two other small villages, but of much lesser concern, are Midway (pop = 247) and Graham Creek (pop =
72), the latter of which is located two hours by foot from the nearest road. These villages are not
recommended for immediate action due to minimal future threat.
The presence of the Southern Highway within the corridor is a cause of concern, but this road
will only need to be crossed once if the corridor is passed through completely. However, a major
development that is likely to substantially increase road traffic in this area is the impending road‐paving
along the dirt road that runs through Pueblo Viejo (GC 17), Santa Elena (GC 18), and Santa Cruz (GC 19)
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villages. This road paving, from Jalacte (GC 16) to the Southern Highway, would serve as an extension of
the Pan‐American Highway and would connect southern Belize with Guatemala (in the absence of this
link, the author had to cross over to Guatemala by horseback in rugged terrain). The goal is to increase
trade between Belize, Guatemala, and Mexico, since trade between these areas is currently cost‐
prohibitive (Cordelia Che, Panthera, pers. comm.).
This project is likely to begin by the end of the year, since the Government of Belize has already
secured funding and hired a construction company to complete the project (Cordelia Che, Panthera,
pers. comm). Traffic on this road is currently very minimal, as the terrain is difficult and most people
take the bus that runs between these villages and Punta Gorda. If this connection is forged with
Guatemala, road traffic through this relatively undeveloped area will likely increase exponentially, which
will impact forest connectivity and result in an increased number of jaguar and jaguar prey road kills.
While the Toledo District is experiencing rapid human population growth and development, the
corridor selected by this analysis is believed to be relatively secure if outreach programs are successfully
(and timely) implemented. The Jaguar Corridor Initiative is an interesting concept; rather than solely
setting aside protected areas and preventing people from accessing these areas, Panthera aims to work
hand‐in‐hand with local communities and governments so that jaguars and humans can coexist without
threatening local livelihoods. This is a goal that is perhaps a bit too idealistic, since the Kekchi and
Mopan Maya will likely continue to hunt jaguar prey species and kill jaguars they come across
opportunistically. Also, the people living closer to Punta Gorda will continue to shoot jaguars found
trespassing on their property, normally not in retaliation to but rather out of fear that the jaguar will
predate upon their livestock. The success of this program requires the changing of attitudes that have
become entrenched in the local culture, which is a difficult but not insurmountable task. Establishing
trust and co‐beneficial strategies with the local communities is of prime importance here, since the
conservation of the jaguar ultimately lies in their hands.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Land Classification

Figure A.1. Land cover classification of the study area. All 16‐km2 grid cells are outlined in black.
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Appendix B. Distance Metrics
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Appendix C. Prey Species Metrics
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Appendix D. Other Modeling Variables
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Appendix E. Future Threats
Table E.1. Raw data of future threats and development projects gathered from each village.
Grid Cell
Number

Threat
Level

4

Village
Na Lum
Cah

8

San
Vicente

10

11

San Jose

3

12

Big Falls

9

14

Pine Hill

10

16

10

17

Jalacte
Pueblo
Viejo

18

Santa
Elena

2

nothing mentioned at all
talk of a motor for the corn mill, building schools with SIF, chicken project
thru Toledo Teachers Credit Union, agriculture with SHI, talk of bee tourism
and milpa farming and cows; completely deforested
irrigation projects for water, seed bed projects
current paving of road between big falls and golden stream (CISCO
construction), cell tower coming in, apparent cattle project under the
chairman
general large‐scale agriculture, no forest; want to pave a road from their
community down to rio grande
nothing mentioned at all BUT road‐paving possibility; large‐scale
deforestation has occurred

8

nothing mentioned at all BUT road‐paving possibility
talk of a paved road going to jalacte, doesn't know when it will happen (from
the guy at Rio Blanco NP), govt trying to put in water system but can't find
water

Santa Cruz
San
Marcos

8

nothing mentioned at all BUT road‐paving possibility

5

talk of cows coming in

Blue Creek
Emery
Grove

3

nothing mentioned, but there is small‐scale tourism to the waterfalls
CARD (agriculture and resource management project under IFAD), guys in
charge antonio cawich and javier garcia, gibnut raising

2

41

Aguacate
Santa
Teresa

42

Jordan

2

44

Jacinto

6

45

Elridge

5

46

Forest
Home

7

19
21
30
32
40

49
51

San Benito
Poite
Old Mabel
Ha

8

Description

3

5

nothing really; comment about fixing a farmers road, plans for latrines
talk of tourism taking people floating on the river halfway between santa
teresa and san benito poite? Also road proposed to Roaring Creek

6

nothing mentioned at all
supposed to be new roads with lights, and a speedbump; in a developed area
in general; hunters with guns
nothing mentioned except the possibility of a compensation program for lost
livestock; known to be hunters with guns that shoot jaguars
there is tourism (tranquility lodge, mention of francis romero taking people
to the hills), plenty belize helping with vegetables, teak, and mahogany, talk
of a nursey for xate and mahogany, talk about ponds for fish (likely tilapia),
overall there is development in business, farming, and chicken rearing
there is a apparently a guesthouse being built for the newly‐discovered
mayan ruin; SHI already working to dam up stream flow for tilapia, SHI
projects with home gardening and chicken raising

2

nothing mentioned at all

41

52

New
Mabel Ha

2

55

Santa Ana

7

nothing mentioned at all
talk of a road connecting cotton tree lodge property to boom creek (only
proposed), oil company in barranco doing survey lines and seismic testing,
rice farming project?

58

New Road

5

nothing mentioned at all BUT located v. close to PG

61

San Lucas

5

65

Midway

3

66

Boom
Creek

5

69

Otoxha

5

71

6
2

nothing mentioned at all

73

Corazon
Lucky
Strike
Sunday
Wood

cattle raising with Mr. Andrew
government plan for a school building in the village, general planting
vegetables and raising chickens
got grant for sheep raising but nothing happened; all in all a growing
community of young people and young leadership; and I know there is a
logging concession there
farmers road being pushed now to xpicilha, trying to use seesaw in water
system, women's group wants tilapia, people giving out cows?
school construction in progress under the social investment fund, farmer's
road desired to crique sarco but hasn't started yet, latrine project not
finished

3

SHI doing an agriculture project?

74

Conejo

2

78

3

80

Dolores
Crique
Sarco

2

84

Barranco

10

89

Hicatee
Graham
Creek

2

nothing mentioned except for a carving project under the chairman
project raising cattle (Palacio giving them out), a women's group with a
garden
nothing really; talk about electricity, talk about a new school (guessed to be
a long time)
oil company coming in (US Capital Energy) using barranco as a port to get to
sarstoon‐temash? Plans to pave junction, tourism under bradley paumen of
parrot cove resorts, large‐scale cassava project, climate change project
there is a plan for cows to be given out, his father is in charge; but how
would this happen?

2

nothing mentioned at all

72

91

42

Appendix F. Copy of Survey Used in the Field

Interviewer Introduction:
The following is a recommended script for introducing this project and starting the interview.
You may have already been introduced to the participant, but it is always helpful to start with an
opening statement about confidentiality and requesting the ability to record a conversation. It’s
also very useful if you don’t spend too much time on this, but speak in a conversational manner.

Introduction:
We are interested in collecting information about wildlife in this area. We are independent
researchers with an organization called Panthera. We would like to ask you some questions
about wildlife in this area and the area in general. Your participation in this survey is voluntary.
If we come to a question you do not want to answer, just say so and we will move on to the next
question. Please understand that there are no right or wrong answers, and “I don’t know” is a
perfectly acceptable answer. We are very interested in hearing your views, but the information
that we will collect will never be associated with you personally. All names will be kept
completely confidential. May we interview you?
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1) I’d like to ask you about wildlife around here. What areas would you say you frequent enough to know about wildlife
there? Or What areas do you go to frequently and can say for certain if a species lives there or not?

Grid Cell #(s):

2) How often do you go to this (these) areas?

Grid Cell #

How many days do you
spend there per month?

Do you visit an area only during
certain months? Or Seasons
(wet/dry)?
(Please record the number of
months per year they visit a grid
cell and if in a particular season)

What brings you to the area/why do you visit the
area? How do you get there?

Grid Cell #:

Grid Cell #:

Grid Cell #:

Grid Cell #:

3) How long have you lived in this community?
44

4 )For each grid cell below ask the header of each column.

For Grid
Cell # x

Do you see wari or
tracks/sign of
wari?
(Note the type of
observation: direct
sighting, track,
etc.
0 = not present
1 = present)

How many times
do you see the
animal, or sign of
this animal every
month or every
year?

Do you see Peccari or
tracks/sign of Peccari?
(Note the type of
observation: direct
sighting, track, etc.
0 = not present
1 = present)

How many times
do you see the
animal, or sign of
this animal every
month or every
year?

Do you see gibnut or
tracks/sign of
gibnut?
(Note the type of
observation: direct
sighting, track, etc.
0 = not present
1 = present)

How many times
do you see the
animal, or sign of
this animal every
month or every
year?

Grid Cell #

Grid Cell #

Grid Cell #

Grid Cell #
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For Grid
Cell # x

Do you see
antelope or
tracks/sign of
antelope?
(Note the type of
observation: direct
sighting, track, etc.
0 = not present
1 = present)

How many times
do you see the
animal, or sign of
this animal every
month or every
year?

Do you see Deer or
tracks/sign of Deer?
(Note the type of
observation: direct
sighting, track, etc.
0 = not present
1 = present)

How many times
do you see the
animal, or sign of
this animal every
month or every
year?

Do you see
armdadillo or
tracks/sign of
armadillo?
(Note the type of
observation: direct
sighting, track, etc.
0 = not present
1 = present)

How many times
do you see the
animal, or sign of
this animal every
month or every
year?

Grid Cell #

Grid Cell #

Grid Cell #

Grid Cell #
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5a) For Grid Cell # X: Have you seen a jaguar, jaguar sign, or jaguar carcass within the last year? Yes
What did you see? Describe it to me. Record type of observation and brief description.
Show them either the cat pictures or the track sheet and ask them, “Which one of these pictures did it look like the most?”
**** If they did not accurately describe and identify the jaguar or jaguar sign mark Y in this column, if not mark N and change the 1 in Jaguar
Sighting column to a 0.
When did you see it? Record date or month of observation in column.
Where did you see it? We need at least the grid cell number here in order to use the data. We would really like to latitude and longitude
coordinates for each confirmed jaguar sighting. Work with them, using place names, etc. to narrow down the location of the sighting.
**** Repeat same questions for the year before last and for any sighting older than 2 years
Type of observation
Correct
Jaguar sighting
(DS = direct sighting, T = tracks
Identification/
year 1
KP = Killed Prey, JC = Jaguar Carcass)
Description of
Date of
Latitude
Longitude
(present = 1
And Description
Jaguar?
observation
Not present = 0)
(Y/N)

Jaguar sighting
year 2
(present = 1
Not present = 0)

Jaguar sighting
year 2
(present = 1
Not present = 0)

Type of observation
(DS = direct sighting, T = tracks
KP = Killed Prey, JC = Jaguar Carcass)
And Description

Correct
Identification/
Description of
Jaguar?
(Y/N)

Type of observation
(DS = direct sighting, T = tracks
KP = Killed Prey, JC = Jaguar Carcass)
And Description

Correct
Identification/
Description of
Jaguar?
(Y/N)

Date of
observation

Date of
observation

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude
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5b) For Grid Cell # X: Have you seen a jaguar, jaguar sign, or jaguar carcass within the last year? Yes
What did you see? Describe it to me. Record type of observation and brief description.
Show them either the cat pictures or the track sheet and ask them, “Which one of these pictures did it look like the most?”
**** If they did not accurately describe and identify the jaguar or jaguar sign mark Y in this column, if not mark N and change the 1 in Jaguar
Sighting column to a 0.
When did you see it? Record date or month of observation in column.
Where did you see it? We need at least the grid cell number here in order to use the data. We would really like to latitude and longitude
coordinates for each confirmed jaguar sighting. Work with them, using place names, etc. to narrow down the location of the sighting.
**** Repeat same questions for the year before last and for any sighting older than 2 years
Correct
Type of observation
Identification/
Jaguar sighting (DS = direct sighting, T = tracks
Longitude
Latitude
Date of
KP = Killed Prey, JC = Jaguar Carcass) Description of
year 1
observation
Jaguar?
And Description
(present = 1
(Y/N)
Not present = 0)

Jaguar sighting
year 2
(present = 1
Not present = 0)

Jaguar sighting
year 2
(present = 1
Not present = 0)

Type of observation
(DS = direct sighting, T = tracks
KP = Killed Prey, JC = Jaguar Carcass)
And Description

Correct
Identification/
Description of
Jaguar?
(Y/N)

Type of observation
(DS = direct sighting, T = tracks
KP = Killed Prey, JC = Jaguar Carcass)
And Description

Correct
Identification/
Description of
Jaguar?
(Y/N)

Date of
observation

Latitude

Longitude

Date of
observation

Latitude

Longitude
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6) Do you know of any development projects planned for this area?
Yes

No

Specifics of the Project (When will it begin? Where is it located? What Grid Cell
(s)? Who is responsible for this development?, etc.)

Highways
New Roads/Road
paving
Mines
Dams
Industrial
operations
Large scale
agriculture
Tourism
Other:

7) Do you know of other people who have seen jaguars or jaguar sign or know a lot about wildlife here?
Who are they?

Where do they live?

Do you think they’d also like to help with our survey?
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8) Do you know of any community groups, development groups, ranching associations, cooperatives, or other groups that work in this
area? Yes/No
Who are they? Is there someone we can talk to from this organization? (get name of group, name of contact person, and phone
number if possible)

9) How many people live in this community?

10) Interviewee Information:
Name:
Age:
Sex:
Thank you

GPS Point Number/Name of Interview:
Notes:
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